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Abstract—Modeling dynamical systems represents an impor-
tant application class covering a wide range of disciplines
including but not limited to biology, chemistry, finance, national
security, and health care. Such applications typically involve
large-scale, irregular graph processing, which makes them dif-
ficult to scale due to the evolutionary nature of their workload,
irregular communication and load imbalance. EpiSimdemics is
such an application simulating epidemic diffusion in extremely
large and realistic social contact networks. It implements a
graph-based system that captures dynamics among co-evolving
entities. This paper presents an implementation of EpiSim-
demics in Charm++ that enables future research by social, bio-
logical and computational scientists at unprecedented data and
system scales. We present new methods for application-specific
processing of graph data and demonstrate the effectiveness of
these methods on a Cray XE6, specifically NCSA’s Blue Waters
system.
Keywords-contagion simulations; scalability; performance;
graph processing; social contact networks
I. INTRODUCTION
With an increasingly urbanized and mobile population,
the likelihood of a worldwide pandemic is increasing. To
understand and combat such events, scientists require accurate
simulations that help them study how contagions spread
among the population of a state, country or, ultimately, the
entire planet. However, with rising input sizes and accuracy
requirements coupled with strict deadlines for simulation
results, e.g., for real-time planning during the outbreak of
an epidemic, simple computational approaches are no longer
sufficient. For example, the analysis necessary during the
2009 outbreak of the avian flu (H1N1) required simulation
turnaround times of under 24 hours for several weeks.
Therefore, we must expand the use of high performance
computing (HPC) approaches and, in particular, push the
boundaries of scalability for this application area.
EPISIMDEMICS is an agent-based simulation framework
for contagion simulation that can be used to model a wide
range of epidemic scenarios, as well as the impact of counter
measures [1]. It has been used in multiple sponsor requested
studies and for determining potential outcomes during the
early days of the H1N1 pandemic [2]. This integration into the
24-hour decision cycle of the federal government’s response
to such a crisis would not have been possible without the
development of highly optimized modeling software. The
analysts performed course-of-action analyses to estimate the
impact of closing schools and shutting down workplaces.
EPISIMDEMICS is implemented using the CHARM++
programming model [3] and has shown good scalability
up to modest cluster sizes of several hundred to a thousand
cores. When scaling to a larger number of cores, however,
EPISIMDEMICS faced severe scalability bottlenecks that
prohibited its use for large, time-sensitive problems.
In this paper, we analyze the source of these scalability
limitations and discuss a set of novel optimizations to
overcome them. We first focus on the impact of using graph
data with heavy-tailed degree distributions, which is common
in social network graphs. We show how such a property limits
scaling and how we transform graphs to achieve a better
load balance via graph partitioning.
We make the following specific contributions in this paper:
● We analyze the challenges in scaling a state-of-the-art
contagion simulation code, EPISIMDEMICS, and connect
them to the heavy-tailed properties of the input graph.
● We introduce a workload model that allows state-of-the-
art graph partitioners to use custom, application-specific
load balancing constraints for EPISIMDEMICS.
● We propose a technique to preprocess the input graph
to split heavy nodes, which enables graph partitioners
to produce a more balanced workload distribution.
● We implement and evaluate a series of communication
optimizations for irregular graph-processing applications,
including message aggregation.
● We demonstrate unprecedented strong scaling of a
contagion simulation on over 352K cores of Blue Waters
at National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA), one of the largest HPC systems in the world.
The fastest known simulation [4] reported a speedup of
10,000 on 64K cores (15.2% efficiency) on Cray XT5. Our
approach achieves a speedup of 14,357 (22% efficiency)
on the same number of cores on Cray XE6. Further, we
demonstrate that our implementation of EPISIMDEMICS can
scale up to 360,448 cores and achieve a speedup 58,649
(16.3% efficiency), more than a five-fold increase in the
number of cores with slightly improved efficiency.
II. EPISIMDEMICS
EPISIMDEMICS is a contagion diffusion simulation code,
which relies on several underlying base technologies. Here,
we describe the simulation algorithm and its implementation.
A. Contagion Simulation Structure
EPISIMDEMICS is an agent-based simulator that models
the spread of contagious disease over social contact networks.
It is based on a hybrid time-stepped, discrete-event simulation
(DES) approach. Its input is a bipartite graph consisting
of person and location nodes, with edges between them
representing a visit by a person to a specific location at a
specific time. This graph is a synthetic network based on
census and other data [5]. We call this the person-location
graph. It is a compact representation, with an average degree
of 5.5 for person nodes and 21.5 for location nodes.
Table I lists the population sizes of some representative US
states. Note that the graph can evolve over time as people’s
health state changes and interventions such as school closures
are applied. The person-location graph is used to implicitly
construct a person-person graph, whose edges represent the
colocation of two people in time and space and which
is ultimately used to determine any disease transmission
between colocated people.
Table I
POPULATION DATA OF VARIOUS SIZES BASED ON A 2009 AMERICAN
COMMUNITY SURVEY. US INCLUDES 48 CONTIGUOUS STATES AND DC.
data name visits people locations
US (United States) 1,541,367,574 280,397,680 71,705,723
CA (California) 183,858,275 33,588,339 7,178,611
NY (New York) 98,350,857 17,910,467 4,719,921
MI (Michigan) 52,534,554 9,541,140 2,490,068
NC (North Carolina) 47,130,620 8,541,564 2,289,167
IA (Iowa) 15,280,731 2,766,716 748,239
AR (Arkansas) 14,803,256 2,685,280 739,507
WY (Wyoming) 2,756,411 499,514 144,369
A person’s health state is tracked using a probabilistic
timed transition system (PTTS), a finite state machine with
the addition of a dwell time (the time a person will remain
in a state before automatically transitioning to the next
state) distribution for each state, and sets of probabilistic
transitions between states. Different sets of transitions are
used, depending on the treatment received by the person,
such as vaccination. EPISIMDEMICS has a domain-specific
language for specifying complex interventions and behavior,
such as vaccinations, school closures, and anxiety levels [6].
B. The EpiSimdemics Core Algorithm
We take advantage of the fact that most infectious diseases
have a latent period, the time between a person becoming
infected and being able to infect others. This lets us process
all of the interactions for a time step in parallel, without
affecting causality. The basic algorithm for each time step
(currently one simulation day) is:
1) In parallel, each person recalculates their health state and
decides on the locations to visit, based on their current
normative schedule, health state, and public policy such
as school closings. For each location visited, the object
representing the person sends a “visit” message to the
object representing the visited location with the ID of
the person, the start time and the end time of the visit,
as well as the person’s health state.
2) Synchronization to ensure all visit messages have been
received, as receivers have no prior knowledge of how
many messages to expect and from whom.
3) In parallel, each location constructs a sequential and local
DES by converting each visit message into an arrive
event and depart event. The DES is executed, computing
the interactions between each pair of susceptible and
infectious people who are at the location at the same time.
For each interaction that results in disease transmission,
an “infect” message is sent to the infected person.
4) Synchronization to ensure receipt of all infect messages.
5) In parallel, each person that received an infect message
updates its health state.
6) Global system state is updated (e.g., number of currently
infected people).
While this design requires two global synchronization
points for each iteration and therefore leads to a bulk-
synchronous model, EPISIMDEMICS typically only requires
the execution of a moderate number (120–180) of fairly long
simulation iterations on most inputs, representing three to
four months of simulated time. This helps mask the effects
of the bulk synchronous model on scalability.
C. Message-driven Design
EPISIMDEMICS is implemented in a parallel language
called CHARM++ [3], which is a C++-based parallel program-
ming model accompanied by a message-driven asynchronous
runtime. The underlying idea is to over-decompose the
computation in the application into smaller units called
chares, i.e., into significantly more units than available
physical processors, and to let the runtime then assign a
set of work units to each physical processor, which enables a
fine grained load balancing. Chares can either be data units,
work units, or both. However, implementations must choose
the right granularity of splitting work into chares to find the
right tradeoff. A large number of chares, each with little
work increases flexibility, but also results in higher overhead,
while a small number of larger chares minimizes overhead
but limits the ability to exploit over-decomposition.
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Figure 1. EPISIMDEMICS implemented in CHARM++
We follow a two-level hierarchical data distribution tech-
nique to find the right tradeoff, as shown in Figure 1. At the
first level, we create two types of chares, LocationManagers
(LM) and PersonManagers (PM), each able to manage
multiple second level objects representing individual locations
and persons, respectively. We then distribute the person and
location objects among the elements of the corresponding
chare arrays (LM and PM). The individual chares in both
arrays handle the computation and communication of all
location or person objects assigned to them. The CHARM++
runtime then maps the chare arrays (representing LMs and
PMs) to processes. As a consequence, different object to
manager and manager to processor mappings can result in
different communication patterns with potentially varying
degrees of efficiency.
III. SCALABILITY CHALLENGES WITH
SOCIAL NETWORK DATA
The input graphs to EPISIMDEMICS, which are derived
from real-world data [5], typically follow heavy-tailed degree
distributions. This is common for social network graphs [7].
This property has a profound impact on how to handle and
scale such data sets, as we show in the rest of the paper.
Heavy-tailed load distributions make load balancing diffi-
cult when partitioning. Furthermore, partitioning to optimize
locality of data by minimizing total edge cuts may often
only be achieved by sacrificing load balancing. Figure 2(a)
and (b) show the optimal partitioning in terms of load
balancing without considering edge cuts, and edge cuts
without considering load balancing, respectively. In this
example, the most heavily-loaded node (Node 1 with weight
8) has the most edges and balancing load requires cutting all
edges around this node in Figure 2(a). Partitioning focusing
on edge cuts, on the other hand, would lead to the distribution
in Figure 2(b) with an edge cut of 6 vs. 8 in Figure 2(a).
However, the ratio of the maximum load per partition to
the average is 1.67 in Figure 2(a) and 2.08 in Figure 2(b),
showing the advantage of the distribution in Figure 2(a).
Section III-B further discusses this problem and Section III-C
describes how we address the problem in EPISIMDEMICS
using an application-specific decomposition strategy.
A. A Model to Estimate Work Load
Load distribution is important to achieve high scalabil-
ity and performance. Existing graph partitioners, such as
METIS [8], allow users to specify the load balance constraint
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(a) total 8 cuts, (b) total 6 cuts,
max load per partition = 8 max load per partition = 10
Figure 2. The optimal 5-way partitioning result for minimizing (a) load
imbalance and (b) edge cut. Node 1 has weight 8, and Nodes 7 and 9 have
weight 1 each.
in terms of the tolerable variance in the sum of vertex weights
per partition. This requires a model to estimate the workload
in our graphs so that we can assign a weight to each work
unit (vertex) before passing graphs to the partitioner. We use
METIS for our investigation as it supports multi-constrained
partitioning [8], allowing us to assign a vector of weights to
each vertex. Each element of the vector is associated with
a unique load balancing constraint for a specific phase of
the computation. We adopt this mechanism for partitioning
population data sets in bipartite graphs representing the dual-
phase computation discussed in Section II.
We observe that the amount of computation per person is
roughly proportional to the number of messages that each
person generates, which shows no significant variance (avg=
5.5, σ=2.6 for the US population data). Thus, we approximate
the load of a person vertex as the number of messages the
person generates. On the other hand, the computation per
location varies significantly and requires a more detailed
estimation. For this, we adopt a function approximation
approach rather than analytical modeling. We define load as
the relative processing time. We consider three application
state variables (number of arrival-departure events, sum of
interactions and sum of the reciprocal of interactions) for
the model input, rather than machine parameters. The latter
two are only available at run time.
Note that we distinguish between static load and dynamic
load. In EPISIMDEMICS, the amount of computation is not
deterministic. Two of the major sources of non-determinism
are health state changes and interventions, described in
Section II-A. We do not attempt to address the dynamic
load variation by static load balancing. Rather, we focus on
the statically predictable portion of the workload by using a
priori information such as the number of events.
We build a model that maps events to the static load of
the location as shown in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(c) shows the
distribution of in-degree per location which is the number of
unique visitors strongly correlated to the number of events.
Figure 3(d) shows the distribution of the load per location
estimated by the model. We use a piecewise linear regression
to approximate the non-linear dependence that exists between
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(a) Static load model (b) Dynamic load model (c) Degree distribution (d) Static load distribution
Figure 3. The load estimation model estimates the load of each location work unit on Blue Waters based on the node degree.
the location computational load and events as follows:
X′ = µ⋅X
Ya = 6.09×10−6+7.72×10−7X′
Yb = −1.25×10
−4+8.67×10−7X′
Y = Ya ⋅S(ϕ−X′)+Yb ⋅S(X
′−ϕ)
where X is the number of events, Y is the load and S(t) =
1/(1+ρ⋅e−t). ϕ is the cross over point between the two linear
models and determined experimentally. ρ is set to adjust the
smoothness of the transition from one model to another. In
practice, we build the model by measuring LocationManagers’
processing time due to the limited timer precision but apply it
to a location by scaling the input parameter with µ. Figure 3(a)
validates our model against runs on Blue Waters, where we
observe 5% error on average. The model shown in Figure 3(b)
relies on the aforementioned on-line information to estimate
dynamic load. Thus, it is not used for graph partitioning.
B. Applying Graph Partitioning to Social Network Graphs
Originally, we assign objects to Charm++ chares round-
robin (RR) to approximate static load balancing. However,
this is not optimal in terms of load balance and data
locality. EPISIMDEMICS also supports an interface to apply
external partitioning methods, such as METIS or other graph
partitioners, which we exploit in the following.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we label the base
cases with round-robin data distribution before and after
the decomposition discussed in Section III-C as RR and
RR-splitLoc, respectively. We label the cases using data
distribution based on graph partitioning before and after the
decomposition as GP and GP-splitLoc, respectively.
The distribution of work in the location computation phase,
shown in Figure 3(d), is highly skewed as some locations
have far more visitors than others. The objective of graph
partitioning here is to minimize the communication between
the computation phases subject to load balancing constraints
for both phases. However, when we apply graph partitioning
to our data, we observe significant variance in the load
distributed between partitions and violations of balancing
constraints. We investigate analytically and empirically how
this affects scaling in the rest of this section. We first show
how load balance is bounded by the granularity of work load.
Then, we analyze how this affects scaling.
As discussed before, our input data is represented as a
bipartite graph with persons and locations as nodes. Formally,
we define this graph as G=<Vφ,Vλ,E>, where Vφ is the set of
person type vertices, Vλ is the set of location type vertices, and
E is the set of edges. We begin our analysis with the following
assumptions for the simplicity of discussion focusing on the
location type vertices:
1) The number of location vertices (v∈Vλ) with degree d
follows a power-law distribution given by f=D⋅prob(d)=
D⋅c⋅d−β, where D is the location data size ∣Vλ∣, c is a
scaling constant such that c⋅∑∞1 d
−β=1, and β>1 is the
power-law exponent.
2) The computational complexity of the work of a vertex
v∈Vλ is O(dv), where dv is the vertex degree.
3) The computational load lv of a vertex v∈Vλ is approxi-
mated by lv=α⋅dv+γ≈α⋅dv, where α is a model constant.
We denote the maximum of vertex loads max({lv ∣v∈Vλ}) by
lmax , the maximum of vertex degrees max({dv ∣v∈Vλ}) by dmax ,
and the average of vertex degrees by davg .
Suppose we have a K-way partition of Vλ, P={pi∣i=1,...,K},
where Vλ=p1∪...∪pK . We define the load of a partition p∈P as
Lp=∑v∈p lv ≈ α⋅∑v∈p dv. L
tot denotes the total sum of loads
in Vλ. We define the maximum load of partitions Lmax as
max(Lp) where p∈P , the most heavily loaded partition pmax as
argmaxp(Lp), and the estimated upper bound for the speedup
Sub as Ltot/Lmax . We consider this as the upper bound since
the effect of communication and the scaling of the person
phase are not taken into account. Sub is further bounded by
Ltot/lmax as lmax≤Lmax . Figure 4 shows Sub as a result of graph
partitioning. The general trend is that the larger the data, the
higher the Sub is. Although Figure 3(d) shows a similar load
distribution in log-scale between IA and AR, lmax of AR is
more than twice of that of IA, as shown in Table II.
Table II
THE TOTAL LOAD Ltot AND THE MAXIMUM LOAD PER LOCATION BEFORE
(lmax ) AND AFTER (ℓmax ) GRAPH MODIFICATION.
×10
3 CA NY MI NC IA AR WY
Ltot 545577 282940 151206 135180 43949 42319 7818
lmax 254.9 347.5 234.1 160.4 45.3 97.3 32.6
ℓmax 2.9 2.0 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.6
As Ltot/lmax=(α⋅∑v∈Vλ dv)/(α⋅d
max ), log(Sub) ≲ log(davg ⋅D)−
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Figure 4. The estimated speedup for location computation based on the
load distribution across data partitions. It is evaluated for each of seven
states over various number of partitions between 12 and 196,608. (GP)
log(dmax ). From the power-law relationship, it is likely only
one or very few vertices with dmax exist. By approximating
this value f as 1 for dmax , we obtain log(cD⋅(dmax )−β)=log(1),
and thus log(dmax )=log(cD)/β. This results in:
log(Sub/D) ≲ log (d
avg) −
1
β
⋅ log(D) −
1
β
⋅ log(c)
Note that log(davg)≪log(D). Unless we compare extremely
different sizes of D, davg is roughly the same, especially
when β≫2 and D is large. We observe that davg=14.35 and
σ=1.69 in our US population data. Figure 5(a) shows that the
scalability Sub/D is reduced as the data size increases. In
our population data, the peak load grows as the graph size
increases. Section III-C describes our decomposition strategy
to break the heavy-tailed structure in our graphs.
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Figure 5. The maximum of the estimated speedup per location (Sub/D)
over the various number of partitions between 12 and 98304. Each dot
represents one of 48 contiguous US states and DC.
C. Graph Preprocessing to Split Heavily-loaded Nodes
We develop a domain decomposition strategy to preprocess
a graph before applying an existing partitioning strategy, such
that the structure of the processed graph is closer to what the
partitioner is designed for. During preprocessing, we modify
the graph, taking advantage of unexploited extra parallelism
in the application to split the work units (vertices) with the
highest loads. For example, node 1 in Figure 2(a) can be split
into two: node 1 and node 14 shown in Figure 6. Ideally, the
split work units have no overlapping dependency between
them as in Figure 6(a). This not only splits the work load,
but also divides the communication, which helps reduce the
maximum of both load and degree of vertices. Depending
on the dependency pattern in the application, a split work
unit can either retain the entire set of edges as in Figure 6(b)
or require additional communication within the split pair.
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Figure 6. Two methods to split a heavily loaded node depending on
available extra parallelism
In EPISIMDEMICS, the interaction between people defines
the dependence. People only interact when they are present in
the same sublocation. This allows us to split locations without
adding extra communication edges as shown in Figure 6(a).
We split a heavy location into multiple locations, each of
which contains an exclusive subset of sublocations of the
original location. Heavy locations are split, instead of being
distributed by sublocation to keep the size of the graph
minimal for scalability and partitioning efficiency, and to
efficiently maintain shared data. In the future, we plan to
model inter-sublocation mixing within a location, such as
elevators and hallways, as in Figure 6(b). Even in such a
case, we can split the load by dividing the susceptibles while
replicating the infectious in a redundant sublocation.
To determine how heavy a location is, we rely on a
platform-independent approximation instead of the platform-
dependent load model defined for and used in graph par-
titioning in Section III-A and III-B. This approximation is
used to split locations in order to bound the location load.
We first define a weight for each sublocation type. Then,
we add up the sublocation weights in the location. The
sublocation weight is defined as the average number of visits
to the sublocation. As we are interested in the heaviest
locations, we determine the sublocation weight based on
the largest locations from each state in terms of the number
of sublocations. Then, we divide locations heavier than a
threshold as evenly as possible. We determine the threshold
based on the total load in the graph, the maximum number
of partitions to use, and the largest weight of a sublocation.
As a result, the distribution of degree and load in the
original graph shown in Figure 3(c) and (d) become the ones
shown in Figure 7(a) and (b), respectively. The upper-bounds
on the estimated speedup shown in Figure 4 improve to
the ones in Figure 8. Ltot/lmax increases by a factor of, on
average 89 (maximum 290, minimum 11) over 48 contiguous
states and DC. Figure 5(b) shows the resultant improvement
on Sub/D. The modification reduces dmax by a factor of, on
average, 54 (maximum 341, minimum 12), while increasing
D by at most 5.25%.
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Figure 7. Degree distribution and load distribution after graph modification.
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Figure 8. The estimated speedup evaluated identically as in Figure 4 after
application-specific decomposition. (GP-splitLoc)
IV. COMMUNICATION OPTIMIZATIONS
In addition to our algorithmic optimizations and data
locality improvements through our new graph preprocess-
ing scheme, we also extensively optimize EPISIMDEMICS
compared to its first implementation in CHARM++, including
memory footprint and conditional branch reduction. Most
importantly, we optimize the communication performance
by exploiting hierarchical multi-core nodes, using advanced
completion detection to speed up synchronization, and
reducing buffering overhead and message size, all described
in the following subsections. Combined, these optimizations
provide an additional 40% reduction in execution time, shown
as the difference between RR no-opt and RR in Figure 12.
We rely on the optimized version to study the impact of
social network input data on scalability.
A. Charm++ SMP Mode
We leverage CHARM++’s SMP machine layer [9], which
instead of creating one OS process per core of an n core
node, the runtime creates k OS processes per node, such
that k<n and n/k is an integer. This allows chares within a
process to leverage more efficient intra-node communication
via shared memory for the following benefits: (i) inter-thread
communication can be implemented with direct memory copy,
(ii) the communication thread minimizes the interference
between application compute functions and communication,
(iii) sharing of read-only data across all threads reduces
memory consumption. To enable this mode, Charm++ spawns
a separate communication thread in each of the k OS
processes in addition to the n/k−1 compute threads and
then maps each thread to a separate core. The disadvantage
of this approach is that it reduces the number of compute
threads per node, since k cores are used as communication
threads. However, the communication intensive nature of
EPISIMDEMICS significantly benefits from the availability
of a dedicated communication thread to offload messaging,
leading to an overall increase in performance.
B. Completion Detection Synchronization
As discussed in Section II, there is a need for global
synchronization at the end of each phase of the simulation.
After each person has sent its visit messages to locations, a
global barrier must be enforced before locations can start
computing infections. However, since the individual location
chares have no prior knowledge of how many messages to
receive and from whom, a simple barrier is not adequate.
Instead, we need a mechanism to detect the condition when
there are no messages awaiting processing or in transit.
For this purpose, CHARM++ provides a Quiescence De-
tection (QD) feature, which detects the global quiescence
condition [10]. However, this approach requires global
quiescence across the entire application. Since, in the future,
we will use EPISIMDEMICS to perform multiple simulations
simultaneously, using dynamic replication of state (chare
arrays), we require an approach that enables us to perform
synchronization local to a module.
We therefore rely on a novel Completion Detection
(CD) [10] mechanism which can be applied to subsets of
chares as long as the number of candidate producers is known
apriori, which is given in our case. Completion is detected
when the participating objects have produced and consumed
an equal number of messages globally.
C. Message Aggregation
Prior versions of EPISIMDEMICS have shown that message
aggregation is crucial to achieve good performance, even with
a primitive flushing approach. However, this becomes ineffec-
tive when buffering space is exhausted or a receiver cannot
keep up with an enormous volume of inbound messages. In
this new version of EPISIMDEMICS, we expand on this and
provide a novel built-in message aggregation mechanism to
cope with such challenges efficiently1. It is used in PMs
when sending visit messages to LMs, since this can lead to
1Note that the CHARM++ team is currently working on TRAM (Topo-
logical Routing and Aggregation Module), which implements an application
agnostic message aggregation in the runtime—however, this module was
not available prior to the generation of most of the results presented here,
and we are not yet able to determine to what degree it can replace our
application-aware strategy.
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Figure 13. Strong scaling performance of EPISIMDEMICS for selected states on Blue Waters
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Figure 14. The maximum per-partition
edge cut (GP-splitLoc).
as the number of total edges divided by the number of
partitions hypothetically imagining that all edges are cut.
With WY, the maximum per-partition edge cut is 19 times
larger than the all-remote-communication case with 98,304
data partitions. On the other hand, with NY data, the ratio
is 2.7. The average ratio across all seven states is 7.83.
VI. RELATED WORK
Among many agent-based epidemiological platforms are
those developed by Eubank et al. [11], Longini et al. [12],
Ferguson et al. [13], and Parker et al. [14]. The system
described in [13] is implemented for shared memory plat-
forms and, thus, is limited by the amount of available
shared memory. The works in [12] and [14] either use
structured social contact networks that are more amenable to
efficient parallel computation, but which, arguably, are less
representative of real-world social networks, or lack the rich
set of interventions required to accurately model real-world
responses to pandemics. In any case, none of these have
been shown to scale to more than a thousand or so cores.
The work by Permualla et al. [4] has the best scaling of
any individual level Epidemiology simulation known to the
authors, and is based on previous EPISIMDEMICS work [1].
The system uses the same disease model and transmission
function, but is based on a hierarchical social network
construction similar to [12], a population of homogeneous
agents, and lacks the ability to model interventions.
Traditional graph partitioning tools primarily focus on
minimizing total edge cuts while enforcing load balance as a
constraint rather than an optimization target [8, 15, 16]. Such
partitioning methods have been most successful in areas as
mesh-based PDE simulation, VLSI layout design, and sparse
matrix decomposition [16, 17]. Although minimizing the total
edge cuts limits the maximum edge cuts per partition, these
tools do not balance edge cuts across partitions, which is
also important for minimizing communication cost.
Partitioning extremely large, highly irregular data is left
as an open problem. Abou-Rjeili et al. [18] propose a new
clustering-based coarsening scheme for power-law graphs,
which identifies and collapses groups of vertices that are
highly connected. The method described in [19] divides the
vertices of a graph into k almost equal groups such that the
sum of the weight of the edges connecting vertices in different
partitions is minimized. Pearce et al. [20] evenly divide
sorted edge lists to reduce communication hotspots while
accommodating high degree vertices over multiple partitions
using ghosts. Our approach is different from these as we
enhance application-specific load balancing with locality
optimization. We split nodes with heavy computation and
then utilize graph partitioning for locality optimization.
VII. FUTURE WORK
The work load in EPISIMDEMICS contains both deter-
ministic and non-deterministic portions. We focus on the
former in this paper, and are currently investigating the latter.
CHARM++ runtime offers measurement-based load balancing
(LB) framework based on the principle of persistence. Since
our application can have highly dynamic computation, this
is not sufficient. Our plan is to address the dynamism by the
application-specific prediction of work load. The goal is to
avoid incurring excessive overhead by initiating LB phases
without a sufficient gain in performance as in [21], but by
using application-specific information.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Contagion simulations play an important role in under-
standing and combating epidemics. The need to model
national and multinational regions with increasing accuracy,
while adhering to strict deadlines, requires large computing
resources. The extreme irregularity in the underlying graph
data makes scaling contagion simulations challenging. In this
work, we presented advances in a large contagion simulation
framework, EPISIMDEMICS, that allowed us to significantly
improve the performance and scalability of this application.
Many advancements were made in order to achieve this
result, taking advantage of application semantics at both
the algorithmic and implementation level. These include
domain decomposition and effective partitioning of the
person-location graph to minimize the impact of the heavy-
tailed load distribution of the graph data, and communication
optimizations through message aggregation, efficient symmet-
ric multiprocessing (SMP) and optimized synchronization.
As a result of these optimizations, we have shown unprece-
dented scaling of an individual-based contagion diffusion
model, scaling to over 352K cores on Cray XE6, a five-fold
increase over the previous state of the art on Cray XT5 while
still increasing parallel efficiency compared to the largest
prior run at 64K cores. The improved turn around times will
have a positive impact on the ability of policy makers to
respond to emerging pandemics in the future.
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